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 .. **"MATCHING the original's giddy and gleeful spirit, Battlestar Galactica is an incredible take on one of our most beloved sci-fi franchises." –Joss Whedon, Star Wars, The Avengers** **"One of the most satisfying science fiction shows of all time." –NBC** **"There are rare occasions when a series will come along that will strike the right note with the hard-core fanbase and get them to at least
consider it. B&B has just about made that rare occasion." –G4** **"If you are a fan of the show you will love it, if you aren't you'll like it, and if you are only remotely interested in the show you will hate it with a passion and never think of the show again." –MTV** **"What makes this production so good is its perfect balance of series mythology and character development." –Time Out**

**"Brilliant." –Cinemax** **"Battlestar Galactica (2010) is the most exciting thing to happen to the genre since the original series ended in '73. It is a story that is both original and classic, and one that will live up to the legacy of one of science fiction's greatest series." –Jim Steranko, IDW** **"Full of twists and turns and involving characters and situations that will keep you on the edge of your seat.
Don't miss out on this latest version of the saga." –Digital Spy** **"Battlestar Galactica is the epic story of a human race that has been hijacked by warring robots, and the final battle for Earth." –Guardian** **"Battlestar Galactica is epic. The new movie stars the same actors who performed wonderfully in the original series, which was a great show. Bring on the Final Five!" –AOL** **"Battlestar

Galactica is a complex, fascinating, darkly funny show that somehow manages to feel fresh and relevant, even in the face of weekly reruns." –MTV** **"When last we left the Battlestar Galactica we were traveling at FTL, and that means the time-space continuum, that means god-only-knows-where the 13th century, in a flash we jump from our dying Earth back in the 30s 82157476af
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